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Government’s reaction to Opposition statement on ambulances 

 
Mr Picardo’s and Mr Costa’s recent statement about the emergency 

ambulance service is as false and deceitful as it is immature.  

 

Statements that emergency vehicles have inoperable lights and sirens or 

have had to be push started by family member to attend an emergency are 

simply untrue.  The incident that Mr Costa refers to, in his statement, involved 

a non emergency patient transfer ambulance which developed a mechanical 

fault and had to be jump started.  On another occasion an ambulance suffered 

a tyre puncture, which can happen to any vehicle.  This latter incident bears 

no similarity to his distorted description of it on facebook, where he claims that 

he was witness “to an emergency ambulance requiring maintenance during 

an emergency trip to a Spanish hospital.” 

 

It is clear that the GSLP/Liberals do not care how many lies they tell in their 

quest to trick the electorate into voting for them.  Contrary to what Mr Picardo 

and Mr Costa say, the GHA operates a rolling programme of ambulance 

maintenance and replacement.  Pursuant to this, three additional new 

ambulances are in the process of being purchased.  Mr Costa’s statement 

about the order being delayed until next April is as untrue as the rest of his 

statement.  

 

Health Minister Yvette Del Agua said: “Contrary to the false impression 

consciously sought to be given by Mr Picardo, the Government has made a 

very large investment in providing Gibraltar with a safe, professional and 

modern emergency ambulance service, provided in well equipped 

ambulances by dedicated and highly trained crews.  People in Gibraltar will 

not have forgotten that, in sharp contrast, the last GSLP Government was 

entirely content for Gibraltar’s emergency ambulance to be provided on a 



‘scoop and run’ basis by untrained policemen from the duty shift, in 

inadequately equipped ambulances”.  

 

 


